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ABSTRACT

The modified radiative and non-radiative states due to the weak coupling of an emitter with other resonant objects (Purcell effect) can be
recast as a quantum interference of the paths of the photon that define the classical scattering and absorption by the object. When the
coupling is stronger, additional paths representing the Rabi oscillations or the possible re-absorption of the photon from the excited object,
by the emitter at the ground-state, have to be included in the quantum interference. The effect of these additional Rabi paths of the photon
on the radiative states and the efficiency of spontaneous emission can be approximated using a simple one-loop correction to the weak-
coupling approximation. This effect is especially evident in the anomalous enhancements of emission due to extremely small non-scattering
(or almost fully absorbing) metal nanoparticles less than 10 nm in dimensions approximately. Extending these corrections to a collective
model of spontaneous emission that includes multiple emitters and such very small metal nanoparticles coupled to each other, the large
contribution of Rabi paths to radiative decay in such bulk materials is elucidated.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0098755

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of vacuum modes on spontaneous emission of
photons has been well elucidated and the reversible exchange of a
photon between a mode of vacuum and an atom inside a micro-
cavity is observable.1–4 This Rabi oscillation of the excitation
between the cavity and an emitter is the sign of a strongly coupled
emitter–vacuum system, and the coupling strength inferred by the
ratio of the frequency of oscillation and the decay rate of the cavity
is large here.5 In the absence of the cavity, i.e., weak coupling of the
emitter with vacuum, when a proximal resonant object is intro-
duced, such Rabi oscillations with the object can emerge indicating
a strong coupling with it.6–8 The modified decay rates due to the
coupling with an object are determined by the additional optical
modes available for the spontaneous emission.9 The strong cou-
pling of emitters with metallic nanostructures is of interest in light
generation, quantum sensing and information processing,10–13 and
the strength of coupling possible with such metallic dissipating
systems has been studied in detail.14–16

Even in this case of a strong coupling, the partition of optical
states into the radiative and non-radiative parts reflected the

classical absorption and scattering properties of this object,17–19 as
is the case in the weak-coupling (Purcell) regime. Recently, it was
shown that this conventional partition can result in significant
anomalies when the emitter is coupled to fully absorbing matter,
i.e., non-scattering very small metal nanoparticles less than 10 nm
in dimensions approximately, and also in the enhancements
expected in surface-enhanced-Raman-spectroscopy (SERS).20,21

Observations of such enhancements of spontaneous emission near
these fully absorbing metal nanoparticles have been reported for
more than a decade.22–25 It should be noted that in the very small
metal particles with dimensions approaching the mean free-path of
the electrons, a broadening and minor shifts of the resonance along
with oscillatory spectra are expected due to the scattering of elec-
trons at the boundaries of the particle.26–28 But the modified effec-
tive permittivity due to these dissipative processes in the very small
metal nanoparticles does not explain the enhanced radiative decay
from the coupled emitters.29–31 Also, the divergence of SERS obser-
vations from first-principle theoretical models32–35 has increased as
the reported SERS enhancements have grown by large factors. In
the case of SERS, a larger resonant metal nanostructure is used to
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increase the laser radiation exciting a molecule in its near-field by
orders of magnitude, but the expected large non-radiative loss of
the Raman-scattered photons from the molecule, due to the proxi-
mal nanostructure, does not manifest in the observations. On the
contrary, additional gains in the Raman emission due to the nano-
structure are implied by the large gains observed in SERS, and this
indicates that the non-radiative optical states of the nanostructure
may play a role in the increased emission along with the radiative
states. Thus, a revisit of the radiative and non-radiative optical
states due to a nanostructure may be required for the case of mod-
erate to strong coupling-strengths.

We begin with a phenomenological description of the strong-
coupling regime of the emitter and a nanostructure, to deduce a
simple correction to the conventional partition of optical states into
radiative and non-radiative parts. This renormalization of the radia-
tive and non-radiative parts invokes the emitter’s possible
re-absorption of the photon from the excited dissipating structure,
to include an one-loop correction for resulting superpositions.20 It
can be equally described as the result of non-Markovian interaction
between the emitter and the proximal absorbing object, where the
decay is not a simple superposition of two independent decay pro-
cesses from the emitter and the excited object. A recent work on
the effect of non-Markovian interaction between an emitter and a
metal nanoparticle, on the radiative and non-radiative parts of the
decay, validates this one-loop correction.39 The effects of
non-Markovian interactions on the total decay, and its dynamics,
have been studied before for both cavities and a metal surface.36–38

The one-loop correction for the efficiency of emission is especially
useful for studying bulk materials with many emitters and the
smaller metal nanostructures interacting with each other, and is the
main goal of this work. In this work, we extend this correction of
the radiative and non-radiative decays to a collective model of
many coupled emitters and metal particles and use it to study this
effect in such materials.

One can recast the modified spontaneous emission due to a
body as a quantum interference of all the possible paths of the

emitted photon.40–42 The resulting effects on the radiative and non-
radiative decay channels can be explained succinctly using Fig. 1.
When we include the Rabi paths of the photon, which include the
re-absorption of a photon by the emitter that would have otherwise
dissipated in the object, it permits a fully absorbing non-scattering
object to increase the efficiency of spontaneous emission. Let Γr

o
and Γnr

o be the known radiative and non-radiative decay rates of the
isolated emitter in vacuum, adding to Γo. Similarly, the conven-
tional decay rates due to the metal, Γr and Γnr add to a total Γ. The
total radiative and non-radiative rates in the system are a sum of
the free-space and metallic components.

At large relative separations, the emitter is uncoupled and we
observe no effect of the object on the emission. When the resonant
object is relatively close to the emitter, the increase in coupling
strength with Rabi frequency Ω � Γ0, allows the interference of
classical paths A” through the object and the direct free-space path
A shown in Fig. 1(a). But note that this path A” is dominant only
when the decay from the object is significantly faster than the Rabi
oscillations (Γ � Ω). The above condition signifies the weak cou-
pling of the emitter with the object. It is known that the interfer-
ence of these two paths A” and A at all points P, given by the
superposition of the scattered field from the object and the direct
field from the emitter, represents the self-interaction, additional
radiative, and non-radiative decay due to the object.

However, when the emitter is strongly coupled to the object
and we consider only a single Rabi oscillation, paths A” become
irrelevant as Rabi oscillations are much faster than the decay in the
object (Ω � Γ). The alternate path of the photon through the
object is now path B, and its interference with A as shown in
Fig. 1(b) should be of primary interest. The crucial difference in
this path is that there is no decay in the object and hence no
absorption. When Γ � Ω, both these mutually exclusive paths
(1a and 1b) are to be considered with their corresponding probabil-
ities given by 1� e�

Γ
Ω and e�

Γ
Ω; as recalled in Eq. (16) later.

In these cases, the decay rates Γr and Γnr of a metallic object
evaluated using only the paths A” can be corrected to evaluate the

FIG. 1. Coupling of emitter e with object O and resulting coherent paths of the photon to a point P; Ω is the frequency of emitter-object Rabi oscillations, Γ and Γo are
the decay rates from the object and the emitter in free-space, respectively. (a) Interference of paths A and A” results in possible additional decay due to the object. In clas-
sical electromagnetics, it represents absorption and scattering due to the interference of incident field of the emitter and scattered field of the object. (b) When the coupling
with the object is stronger, the photon returns to the emitter through paths B (in blue), as the excitation is limited to a quantum of energy and the self-interaction or total
decay can be oscillatory. Also, the paths A” vanish along with the distinction between scattering and absorptive properties of the particle. Effect of quantum interference of
paths B and A on the radiative and non-radiative parts of the decay can be approximated using an one-loop correction.
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actual quantum efficiencies of emission, as a perturbation. Note
that Γ, Ω � ω0, the resonance frequency of emitters, in the regime
of interest here. The decay through path B where dissipation is
absent, replaces non-radiative decay of the object’s dipole mode
numbered “1” with radiative decay.20 Using the probability of this
path B given by e�

Γ
Ω, the renormalized partition of decay rates was

given by

Γleak ¼ e�
Γ
Ω � Γnr

1 : (1)

The effective decay rates are

Γr
eff ¼ Γr

o þ Γr þ Γleak, (2)

Γnr
eff ¼ Γnr

o þ Γnr � Γleak: (3)

In the above, the correction to the decay rates becomes significant
with Γleak * Γr , only when Ω * Γ or Γnr

1 � Γr in (1). The latter
condition is relevant to an emitter very proximal to a metal nano-
structure as in SERS, where very large non-radiative decays and
extremely low quantum efficiencies are predicted by the conven-
tional partition of optical states. They underestimate the possible
gains severely, even when the repeated excitation of the molecule in
the intense near-field near the metal and the increased ground-state
probabilities (i.e., large total decay rates) of emitter are taken into
account. Whereas this corrected efficiency of emission well-predicts
the large gains observed in experiments (see Fig. 5 in another
work20). The success of jEj4 rule in predicting SERS enhancements,
where jEj represents the amplification of the excitation electric field
at the molecule by the nanostructure, also implicitly indicates that
the non-radiative states play a role in enhancing the SERS emission.
Ignoring the relatively small difference in the wavelengths of the
excitation laser and the Raman-scattered photons, note that jEj2 at
the location of the molecule also represents the approximate
increase in the local density of (radiative and non-radiative) optical
states due to the nanostructure. Gains of jEj2 in both the excitation
and the emission are represented as the jEj4 rule. In the case of
very small metal nanoparticles with negligible scattering, Ω * Γ
representing a moderate coupling strength is also satisfied, even
when reasonably well separated from the emitter. The Rabi paths
and the oscillatory self-interaction of the emitter does make the
dynamics of emission non-Markovian i.e., exponentially damped
oscillatory decay for a single excitation, which can manifest as a
multi-exponential decay in ensembles.37,38 Since the above
one-loop correction is directed at the weak to moderate coupling
strengths as in our examples, and we are interested in the average
efficiencies of emission, we ignore these marginal effects.

II. METHODS

The significant point of interest here is the above effect of
Rabi paths when multiple emitters are strongly coupled to metal
nanoparticles. This is practically significant as bulk materials have
many potential emitters, and even for a single emitter like
quantum dot the effect of its finite size on the coupling has to be
considered.21 Of specific interest are the extremely small metal
nanoparticles which have a negligible scattering efficiency and are

fully absorbing; see the Appendix for the variation of the strength
of coupling with the size of metal nanoparticles. In the rest of this
paper, we use a model of many coupled dipole emitters and metal
particles, both with and without including the Rabi paths described
above, to elucidate the density of optical states in such materials.

A coupled system of Lorentz dipole oscillators was used to
model an excitation of one quantum of energy shared among iden-
tical emitters. It represents weak excitations given by one excited
emitter among the N possible emitters, i.e., superpositions of one
excited emitter and N � 1 other emitters at the ground state.43–45

The coupling of this ensemble of emitters with a metal particle
[Fig. 2(a)] as required for the study here is included by the modifi-
cation of the Green tensors coupling the emitters due to the addi-
tion of the nanoparticle. This model was first treated analytically
under long-wavelength approximations for a spherical metal parti-
cle,46 was extended to retarded waves using computational
methods,18 and further to arbitrary geometries using discrete
dipole approximations such as in this work.47 The latter numerical

FIG. 2. (a) The one-loop corrections extended to multiple emitters i and j; it
includes Rabi oscillations among emitters, and also between an emitter and the
metal nanoparticle. (b) The expected coupling strengths with the metal nanopar-
ticle in the Markovian approximation, evaluated by averaging hJjKjJi over
modes J in many configurations for a given N.
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methods allow us to accurately compute the retarded Green tensors
coupling any given pair of emitters in an arbitrary system contain-
ing emitters and other nanostructures; see Eq. (8), for example.
The pair-wise self-energy contribution of N coupled Lorentz dipole
oscillators48 proximal to metal nanostructures is

Σtotal
jk (ω) ¼ �2πe2ω

mc2
ej � G(rj, rk ; ω) � ek � δ jk

iΓo

2
(4)

¼ Δtotal
jk � iΓtotal

jk

2
, (5)

and the above can be integrated over polarization vectors e, and
with a line-shape around the emission frequency ω0 if required.
Here, e is the oscillating charge, m is its mass, and c is the speed of
light. The decay rate is given by the imaginary part where the
reduced Planck’s constant was divided out of the self-energy in (4).
Δtotal

jk and Γtotal
jk are real and imaginary parts of the self-energy and

represent entries of N � N matrices. Green dyadic G represents the
interaction between the two dipole emitters in the presence of the
metal nanostructure. The diagonal entries of the above matrix
given by j ¼ k represent the total self-interaction of a single emitter
due to the nanoparticle and vacuum. This model represents a
dipole approximation of two-level emitters in the weak vacuum-
coupling regime, and the Fermi golden rule can be used to relate
the decay rates to the density of optical states.49,50

This widely used conventional description of the self-
interaction in (4) includes an implicit rotating wave approximation
(jΔtotal

jk j � ω). Note that this real part of self-energy provides us the
energy split between the two modes of the strongly coupled oscilla-
tors j and k, and corresponding Rabi frequency, in this approxima-
tion,46,51

δE jk=�h ¼ Ω jk ¼ 2jΔtotal
jk j, (6)

where �h is the reduced Planck’s constant. The Rabi frequency Ω
can be further generalized to include the effects of dephasing due
to asymmetry in the damping of the two oscillators.15,52–54 The
self-energy matrix evaluated in (4) can be further decomposed into
its metallic contribution Σ, and Σ0 the contribution due to direct
interaction among the N coupled dipole emitters,

Σtotal
jk (ω) ¼ Σ0

jk(ω)þ Σ jk(ω): (7)

These are given by a corresponding decomposition of the Green
tensors G coupling two emitters j and k in the presence of the
metal nanoparticle:

G(rj, rk ; ω) ¼ G0(rj, rk ; ω)� Ĝ jpĜ
�1
pq Ĝqk, (8)

where the 1.9 nm radius metal particle was in turn decomposed
finely into many (552) dipole grains referred by indices p, q
arranged in a hexagonal close packed form, each representing a
spherical sub-volume 0.19 nm in radius. This numerical approach
allows us to include retarded interactions in a system of dimensions
comparable to the wavelength of emission. The largest size of the

grains allowed is determined by the wavelength of emission and
material properties of the nanoparticle, but they can be smaller,
and the number of such polarizable oscillators m can be increased
for a higher accuracy to include the effect of its higher order
modes. The global matrices containing the Green dyads as 3� 3
blocks are given by

Ĝ pq(3p ! 3pþ 2, 3q ! 3qþ 2) ¼ G0(rp, rq; ω) for p = q, (9)

Ĝ jp(0 ! 2, 3p ! 3pþ 2) ¼ G0(rj, rp; ω), (10)

Ĝqk(3q ! 3qþ 2, 0 ! 2) ¼ G0(rq, rk ; ω), (11)

where the indices p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m� 1 represent oscillators in
the particle. Thus, Ĝ jp and ĜT

qk are of size 3� 3m, and Ĝ pq is of
size 3� 3m2. The vacuum self-interaction of grains in the metal
particle is given by their polarizability tensors α̂ for a general case
of non-isotropic polarizability. Here, we use the scalar isotropic
polarizability of the metal, α, determined from its size and the dis-
persive permittivity of the bulk material, using the Clausius–
Mosotti relation55 and its corrections for any dispersion by the
lattice of grains.56 When p ¼ q, the diagonal entries of these 3� 3
dyads are given by 1=α. The self-interaction dyads of emitters in
the background G0(rk , rk ; ω) are set to 0, as δ jk

iΓo
2 has been explic-

itly included in the self-energy matrix of (4). The other dyads G0

for the interactions are calculated using the solutions of point
source in a homogeneous background,

5�5� G0(r, rj; ω)� k2G0(r, rj; ω) ¼ Iδ(r� rj), (12)

where I is a unit dyad, the wave number k ¼ ffiffiffi
ϵ

p ω
c , and δ(r� rj)

represents the point source. This gives us the required dyadics for
the interaction among the point-dipoles

G0(ri, rj; ω) ¼ Iþ55
k2

� �
g
�

ri � rj
�� ���, (13)

where g(r) ¼ eikr
4πr. With the self-energy matrix in (4), the eigenstates

jJi of the coupled many emitter–metal systems are calculated using

ΣtotaljJi ¼ ΔJ � i
ΓJ

2
jJi: (14)

Normalized eigenvectors jJi represent one of N collective
modes of emission here. The imaginary part of an eigenvalue, ΓJ ,
represents the total decay rate of the mode while the real part ΔJ

represents the energy shift. The energy shifts δEJ and Rabi fre-
quency ΩJ in the collective mode are

ΩJ ¼ 2δEJ=�h ¼ 2jΔJ j: (15)

Note that jJi is not an eigenstate of Σ that represents only the
metallic contribution. We evaluate contributions of the metal to
the energy shifts and decay rates of a mode using an entry-wise
decomposition of Σ jk into Δ jk � iΓ jk=2 as the real and imaginary
parts, and corresponding expectations hJjΔjJi and hJjΓjJi. Each
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component of matrix Δ jk represents the rate of Rabi oscillations
between two dipoles at position rj and rk through the metal nano-
structure, and matrix Γ jk represents effects of metal couplings on
decay rates of the two dipole emitters. The strength of coupling
between emitters through the metal is given by Kjk ¼ 2jΔ jkj=Γ jk

and its expectation hJjKjJi averaged over jJi represents the signifi-
cance of metallic Rabi paths of the photon for the system [such as
the example in Fig. 2(b)].

The decay components Γ jk due to the metal can be decom-
posed into its radiative Γr

jk and non-radiative Γnr
jk by a factorization

of Ĝ pq in (8) using real and imaginary parts of polarizability of
dipole granules, which represent the metal nanoparticle.47 This
allows us to use expectations hJjΓrjJi and hJjΓnrjJi for the radiative
and non-radiative components of the mode. Alternatively, the con-
ventional integral of the outgoing momentum of the collective field
of all polarizations given by jJi over an enclosing surface provides
the radiative decay for the mode. The evaluated decay rates thus
take into account the effect of the additional paths among emitters
and to vacuum, due to the possible absorption and subsequent
radiative decay from the metal particle. Note that a larger highly
scattering plasmonic nanoparticle increases the radiative decay of a
collection of emitters, just as in the case of a single emitter.

Now, the correction to the radiative and non-radiative decay
rate components when considering the survival of the photon
without a decay for one Rabi oscillation through the metal particle
is given by entries of a matrix Γleak

jk . These corrections are evaluated
from the above described Markovian decay rates as a perturbation.
Beginning with the integral of the memory-less probability density
function Γe�Γτ in time τ for the interval [0,t], its complement gives
us the probability of the excited state as e�Γt for all t. Restricting
the decay in the metal to the interval of one Rabi oscillation as
shown below, its complement give us the probability of one
exchange of the photon between emitters j and k through the metal
particle without a decay,

Pexch: ¼ 1�
ðτ¼1=2jΔ jk j

τ¼0
Γ jke

�Γ jkτdτ: (16)

Note that the decay in the smaller metal particles is slower, and the
Rabi oscillations can survive. This exchange of the photon cannot
be distinguished from the exchange between the emitters through a
radiative decay from the excited nanoparticle, and the resulting cor-
rection of radiative and non-radiative matrices is given by20

Γleak
jk ¼ Pexch:Γ

nr(1)
jk ¼ e

� Γ jk
2jΔ jk j � Γnr(1)

jk : (17)

Here, the superscript (1) refers to the contribution of the
dipole mode of the metal nanoparticle representing its coupling to
vacuum. The diagonal entries of this matrix reduce to the effect of
Rabi oscillations between a single emitter and the metal particle, as
given by Eq. (1) in the introduction. The mode-wise Γleak is calcu-
lated by the expectation hJjΓleakjJi. The effective radiative and non-
radiative decay rates remain as given in Eq. (2), and the corrections
are for a collective mode in this case. The quantum efficiency of a

mode and the expected quantum efficiency are given by

QJ ¼
Γr
eff

Γr
eff þ Γnr

eff
, Q ¼ 1

N

XN
J¼1

QJ : (18)

III. RESULTS

For our analysis of results, let ρ be the average measure of the
coupling of emitters with metal nanoparticles, and it can be
defined as

ρ ¼ nnc þ nc
lnc þ lc þ nnc þ nc

, (19)

where n represents the number of possible paths of the photon
through the metal particle, and l represents paths involving only
the other emitters, recalling the relationship of the additional paths
to the additional optical states. The subscripts c and nc indicate the
classical and the (non-classical) Rabi paths, respectively. The
decomposition ρ ¼ ρc þ ρnc is useful here where they only include
either nc or nnc, respectively, in the numerator of Eq. (19). ρnc is a
measure of the paths through metal nanoparticles due to Rabi
oscillations, while ρc is a measure of the emitter’s weak coupling
and further decay from the metal particle. In the conventional eval-
uations ρnc ¼ 0, while in the proposed one-loop correction both ρc
and ρnc are non-zero. We investigate two conditions (a) ρ = cons-
tant and (b) ρ �! 0 in each of two cases; case I: ρnc ¼ 0 and case
II: ρnc = 0. In both cases I and II, the condition (a) ρ = constant
demonstrates the variation of local density of optical states (LDOS)
due to the metal particle, with increasing number of point emitters
that share the excitation in a confined area. From a practical point
of view, it relates to finite size emitters like quantum dots with a
distributed polarization density coupled to a metal particle. While
the condition (b) ρ �! 0 represents the increase in the number of
emitters with a constant area density. This condition demonstrates
the smooth convergence of the radiative and non-radiative LDOS
near the metal particle to the density of optical states (DOS) of a
regular infinite lattice. It is also shown by introducing multiple
metal particles as a fraction of this large lattice that the DOS in the
modified lattice with many metal particles is well represented by
the radiative and non-radiative LDOS near a metal nanoparticle
given by condition (a). This may be relevant for the enhanced
emission efficiency possible in bulk materials. A description of the
geometries used in these two conditions is given below.

A. Model description

Here, we explain the details of geometries corresponding to
ρ ¼ constant and ρ ! 0 used for simulations in the paper. The
first geometry represents the case of an excitation localized in a
fixed finite area. The second geometry ρ ! 0 mimics a lattice of
potential emitters extending to infinity, placed around a single
metal nanoparticles. The emission wavelength of emitters is
560 nm in free-space and the refractive index of surrounding
medium is 1.5. Qo ¼ 1=3 was assumed, and gold nanoparticles of
diameter 3.8 nm are coupled to many dipole emitters. Each data
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point in the figures represents the mean of a number of simulations
of many random configurations of polarizations and permuted
positions, numbering greater than N until the variance of the com-
puted values is much smaller than its mean.

1. Constant area : ρ = constant

Here, we consider N � 1 dipole emitters around a metal nano-
particle of diameter 3.8 nm at an average distance of h ¼ 7:6 nm
from the surface of the nanoparticle as shown in Fig. 3. The point
dipole emitters are uniformly distributed in a fixed area of shell of
2 nm. The decay rates are computed with increasing number of emit-
ters in the shell to observe the effect of Rabi paths with metal nano-
particles. The quantum efficiency is roughly constant with the
increase of the number of emitters as shown by constant quenching
in Fig. 4 when limited to the classical paths through the metal

FIG. 3. The larger (golden) sphere is a gold nanoparticle of radius 1.9 nm,
which is represented in numerical evaluations using 552 spherical sub-volumes
each 0.19 nm in radius. The smaller (blue) spheres represent point emitters
where h is the distance between nearest emitters and the nanoparticle. Top: (a)
Emitters distributed with a constant area: ρ � constant with increase of sites.
Bottom: (b) Emitters distributed with a constant area density: ρ ! 0 with
increase of sites.

FIG. 4. Modified emission due to gold nanoparticles 1.9 nm in radii, free-space
emission wavelength λ ¼ 560 nm and Qo ¼ 1=3. The green squares confirm
that replacing some emitters with metal nanoparticles in the system of constant
area density i.e., ρ ! 0, retrieves the properties of the system with
ρ ¼ Constant. Case I: quenching when only classical paths of the metal are
included. Case II: enhancements when Rabi oscillations with metals are also
included. Experiments in a monolayer film representing the simulated parame-
ters21 support predictions with case II and are indicated by a green triangle.
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particle, and constant enhancement due to the inclusion of the Rabi
paths through the metal nanoparticles. Note that paths l that include
only emitters, and classical paths involving metal nc increase as a fac-
torial of N . But so does the paths nnc due to Rabi oscillations
between the metal and emitters, which is relevant for case II. The
latter is possible as the stronger coupling of all emitters with the
metal is ensured in this geometry. This ensures that the fraction of
metallic paths ρ � constant.

2. Constant area density : ρ→ 0

Here, we consider N � 1 dipole emitters around a metal nano-
particle of diameter 3.8 nm, where distances among emitters are
fixed so that number of emitters per unit area, i.e., area density is
constant (see Fig. 3). The first emitter is placed at a distance of
h ¼ 7:6 nm from the surface of the metal nanoparticle and then
additional emitters are placed on lattice sites which are at
d � 9:5 nm apart from each other. The lattice sites are located in
concentric circles around metal nanoparticles and distance between
them is chosen so that first circle around metal contains exactly 6
emitters which may represent a hexagonal lattice. Note that the
Rabi paths l involving only emitters increases as a factorial of N ,
while the paths nnc through Rabi oscillation with metal marginally
increases with N up to a constant, beyond which emitters are not
coupled strongly enough to the metal. The classical paths nc due to
a weak coupling increase as a factorial of N initially, but as the cou-
plings reduce further it converges to a constant when the farther
emitters are not sufficiently coupled to the metal particle. This
results in the fraction of metallic paths ρ ! 0 as N increases.

But both ρ and ρnc increase when some of the emitters are
randomly replaced by metal nanoparticles on same lattice sites so
that overall metal to lattice sites ratio is 1:6. The green squares in
Fig. 4 show this qualitative behavior and these simulations include
224 lattice sites out of which 37 are metal nanoparticles. Note that
we used dipole metal nanoparticles to model this special case
because of computational complexity of numerous multipole nano-
particles, and this underestimates the quenching and marginally
overestimates the efficiency of emission.

B. Discussion

In case I, the Rabi oscillations between the emitters are
accounted in the superpositions but the Rabi oscillations with the
metal particle are ignored. This leads to a predicted quenching of
emission and a reduction in quantum efficiency as shown in Fig. 4.
On the other hand, the evaluated strengths of coupling with the
metal particle shown in Fig. 2(b) indicate the breakdown of this
assumption. The quenching is constant when the number of emitters
increase in a constant area as ρ ¼ ρc is constant. When N increases
and the system expands with a constant area density of emitters, this
quenching due to the metal particle decreases as does the fraction of
paths of emitted photons through the dissipative metal particle, with
ρ �! 0. The resulting quantum efficiency increases to approach Q0

reflecting the density of states of a regular lattice of emitters. When
some of the emitters in the model are replaced by metal particles (to
reach a ratio of 1:6 for the number of metal particles and emitters),
quenching in this Markovian approximation is regained in the entire
lattice with many coupled emitters and metal particles.

In case II, the Rabi oscillations among emitters as well as with
the metal particle are included, and this leads to enhancements in
the quantum efficiency (Fig. 4). The enhancement is constant as the
number of emitters increase in a constant area, as both ρc and ρnc
remain roughly constant. This shows the independence of LDOS to
the number of such point emitters. To establish the correspondence
of the LDOS to the density of optical states of a large lattice, we
increase N as the system is expanded with a constant area density of
emitters. Here, ρnc �! 0 due to weaker couplings, as does ρc. This
results in a reduction of Rabi oscillations through the metal particle,
and the efficiency approaches Q0 of the lattice of emitters without
the metal. The lost enhancement in the expanded lattice is regained
when some of the emitters are replaced by metal nanoparticles fixing
a ratio of 1:6 for the metal nanoparticles and the number of lattice
sites. Note that the corresponding experimental observations in such
a self-assembled monolayer film support the predictions of case II.

The evaluations for the two geometries, and the two cases, i.e.,
the Markovian and its one-loop correction confirm that the correc-
tion presents physically meaningful predictions when the number of
interacting emitters are many, and also with multiple metal particles.
From the above two geometries studied, we can infer that the effects
of coherence and interference of the paths among many strongly
coupled emitters and metal nanoparticles are sustained independent
of the number of emitters and metal particles. It should be noted
that when the coupling of the emitter becomes stronger at small rela-
tive separations with the metal particle, this one-loop perturbation
diverges and a full non-Markovian model of interaction becomes
indispensable.39 Considering the lower dissipative loss of these very
small metal particles, they are expected to be much more effective in
enhancement of spontaneous emission, compared to the highly scat-
tering larger metal particles required in the weak-coupling regime.
Further, the dynamics in spontaneous emission from such materials
can be exploited for applications other than light generation.
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APPENDIX: COUPLING STRENGTHS AND SIZE OF
GOLD NANOPARTICLES

A larger factor e�Γ=Ω, determines the degree of divergence of
observations from the predictions of the Markovian (weak-coupling)
approximation of the emitter and the metal nanoparticle. Variation

of this exponent in a logarithmic scale are plotted below in Figs. 5
and 6 for a fixed small distance of 3 nm and for a “relative” distance
fixed as the radius “R” of metal particle. All the above cases repre-
sent gold nanoparticles with a surrounding medium of refractive
index 1.5, and at a free-space wavelength of 560 nm.
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